multinomial models, we estimated the contributions of density dependence, proxies for patch 27 quality and distance from the natal patch on mink settlement.
Introduction

49
Understanding the ecological processes governing invasive species population dynamics and 50 mitigating their threat to native ecosystems is a focus of much research (e.g. Simberloff et al. 
148
452 were males and 140 were of unknown sex (Fig. 1b) . 
155
Dispersing mink are faced with a choice between multiple patches they could settle in. We 156 modelled the probability that an individual chooses a specific patch amongst all possible (individual specific) and conspecific density (time-varying).
Estimating spatio-temporal variation in prey resources for generalist predators over 20,000 km 2 was unachievable, so we used the data available in the control project to derive
167
proxies of patch quality. First, we assumed that the most attractive patches would be those
168
with consistently high occupancy. Thus we used as proxy of patch quality, Q, the maximum
169
proportional length of a patch occupied by settled adult mink for the 6 year duration of the 170 study (cumulative total km occupied/total patch length in km) following the procedure 171 detailed in Melero, Robinson & Lambin (2015) . 
243
The models assume that an individual i selects its preferred settlement patch from the Where is the index of the chosen patch and = 0 is an arbitrarily chosen reference patch.
249
The latent variable vectors Λ are defined as a function of k covariates: 
255
We made the simplifying assumption that our study area included all possible 256 alternatives, given the 20,000 km 2 size of our study area, even though not all patches were 
268
(1-41% past use). The white-to-grey scale background relates to the gradient of altitude
269
(spanning 0-1300 m). (b) Settled female (blue circles, N= 387), settled male (black circles; N relates to the gradient of rough grass (1-100%, white relates to zero rough grass).
273
Results
274
All mink contributed to estimating the population density covariates, but only 479 out of 839 275 mink with known sex were successfully assigned to a relative (mother or pre-dispersal 276 sibling) from which we could infer the natal location. Of these, 76.7% and 77% of adult 277 females and males, respectively, were caught as outside their natal patch (Fig. S1 ).
278
Mink settlement decisions were influenced by both environmental and population
279
covariates. Conspecific density (RD and RD 2 ) was a positive driver in both models, although 280 the strength of its effect was lower in Model-2 (Table 1) . Male probability of settlement 281 increased with increasing conspecific density up to approximately 50% RD, but started to 282 decline when RD exceeded ~60% RD, with no evidence of any effect at highest relative 283 densities (Fig. 2) . The influence of density on female settlement was comparatively weak (Fig. 2) . 
291
(using habitat covariates as an indicators of patch quality), and for males (black lines) and 292 females (grey lines and shadows). Solid horizontal lines represented no effect (y = 0). 
309
to those with lower than average cover and lower altitudes (both at 1 km-radius-scale), with 310 lower altitude patches being more preferred by females relative to males (Table 1b , Fig. 3b-c) .
311
Other covariates either did not provide further explanation of habitat quality (Table 1 -Model   312 2) or were correlated with covariates already present in the model (Fig. S3) . 
322
Mink settlement probability declined with the distance from the natal patch in both 323 models and for all three types of kin relationships used to infer natal location (mother-
324
offspring, full-and half-siblings). The estimated negative slope of the relationship with 325 distance was reduced by ≈ 33%, but not nullified, with assignment uncertainty levels, from 326 mother-offspring to full-and half-siblings (Table 1 , Fig. 4a ). Consistently, estimated 327 distances between centroids of natal and capture patches (Fig. S4) were longer when using 
331
Considering only mother-offspring relationships, distance between patches had a 332 similarly negative effect for both sexes (Fig. 4b, Fig. S5 ), reducing settlement probabilities to 333 half (from approximately 0.20 to < 0.10) when patches were > 60 km distant from the natal 334 patch in both models and with 20% of males dispersing > 80 km (Fig. 5) . The significant 335 effect of home advantage in Model-1 indicated that the probability of settling in the natal 336 patch was less than predicted solely using the distance effect at distance zero; Model-2 did 
393
The proxies of quality in Model-2 were remotely-sensed properties of the riparian 
401
The second proxy, the consistency of patch use as defined by mink occupancy (Q)
402
was a good predictor of settlement consistent with inference from remote-sensed covariates.
It was the main factor predicting female mink settlement, with greater influence than distance 
427
Detecting the dual influences of quality patches and conspecific density on 
